
1.0 RISK ASSESSMENT & DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLANThe Risk Assessment Study for the Group Housing Project “PANACHE” at DistrictCenter, Scheme No 8, Ghandhi Nagar, Alwar, (Rajasthan) of M/s GoldendunesColonizers Pvt. Ltd. has been conducted by functional area expert Team. The riskassessment has been carried out with consideration of some probable worst casescenarios like Fire and explosion. There will be no major hazards are noticed as thisis a group housing project. There may be minimum chances of fire in diesel storagearea of group housing project or due to electric short circuit. As, the Proposed GroupHousing Project is a residential area. Thus with such probabilities & considerationsof hazards & risk, Risk Assessment Study has been carried out by proponent as pre-project conceptual RA study. The Disaster & Onsite Emergency Management planhas also been prepared as a part of RA study assignment.
1.1 RISK ASSESSMENT FOR THE PROJECTRisk assessment forms an integral part of study. Risk assessment study deals withidentifying and evaluating the magnitude of impending risks to which theneighboring population is exposed due to occurrence of accidents involved in theproject construction and implementation. This assist in illustrating the guidelinesfor preparation of disaster management plan which will be executed to handle thesituation if any emergency occurs.
1.1.1 FIRE RISKFire is mainly caused due to carelessness short circuit.At the proposed Proposed Group Housing Project, hazard occurrence may result inon-site implications like:

 Fire and/or explosion;
 Natural calamities like earthquake, cyclone etc.In spite of the clear gravity of the above scenarios, these types of fire have happenedinfrequently. More typically, fires in complex yield only partial structural damage.However, losses of life and property can still be substantial.



Emergency prevention through good design, operation, maintenance, and inspectionare essential to reduce the probability of occurrence and consequential effect ofsuch eventualities. However, it is not possible to totally eliminate such eventualitiesand random failures of equipment or human errors, emissions, and unsafe actscannot be ruled out. An essential part of major hazard control has therefore, to beconcerned with mitigating the effects of such Emergency and restoration tonormally at the earliest.It is increasingly acknowledged by safety authorities, such as the Loss PreventionCouncil, that the use of curtain walls (versus traditional wall construction) in multi-story structures adds to the risk of fire spread in these structures Filler materialused in curtain walls is often not adequately fire-resistant, allowing the quick spreadof fire throughout a structure in structures fitted with curtain walls, significantlosses have been reported in facilities without sprinkler.In emerging economies where construction has outpaced infrastructuraldevelopment, fire brigades may not be adequately equipped to deal with high-risefires.
1.1.2 PUBLIC SAFETYThe incidence of fire or other disasters occurs is often endangers the safety of thepersons residing in the structure, in the event of an emergency. People present insuch structures often do not know proper emergency procedures, aggravating fire,and/or causing injury and death.The only way of reducing the damage to public life and property is by conductingfire safety drills and installing well equipped fire safety equipments such as smokedetectors, heat sensors, fire panels, and fire alarms.It is recommended that mock-drills should be carried out at least once in six months.
3.1.3 TERRORISMAppropriate security measures should be taken in and around to ensure limitedaccess to key areas, such as attached parking garages where bombs can be easilyplaced. Project management should carry out surprise checks.



1.2 DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLAN

3.2.1 DefinitionDisaster Management Plan for any unit is necessarily a combination of variousactions which are to be taken in a very short time but in a present sequence to dealeffectively and efficiently with any disaster, emergency or major accident with anaim to keep the loss of men, material, machinery etc. to the minimum.A major emergency in an activity/project is one which has the potential to causeserious injury or loss of life. It may cause extensive damage to property and seriousdisruption both inside and outside the activity/project. It would normally requirethe assistance of emergency services to handle it effectively.
Disaster is called when following one or the other or more incidents occur:

 Risk of loss of human lives-ten or more in one single situation
 A situation which goes beyond the control of available resource of the plant.
 A situation apparently may not have much loss but its long-term severity can affectloss of life, production and property.

Disaster occurs due to:

 Emergencies on account of: fire & electrocution
 Natural calamity on account of: Flood, earthquake/cyclone/storm/cloudburst/lightning.
 External factor on account of : food poisoning, sabotage

Objectives:

 To identify type of major disaster that may occur in the proposed project site
 To collect data on the type of disasters, this has happened already in similarprojects.
 To prepare an action plan to handle disaster

3.2.2 Disaster Management CellThe main functions of the Disaster Management Cell are to prepare a detailedDisaster Management Plan, which includes:
 Identification of various types of expected disaster depending upon the type of theindustrial unit.



 Identification of various groups, agencies, departments etc. necessary for dealingwith a specific disaster effectively.
 Preparation – by intensive training of relevant teams/groups within theorganization to deal with a specific disaster and keep them in readiness.
 Establishment of an early detection system for the disaster.
 Development of a reliable instant information/communication system.
 Organization and mobilization of all the concerned departments/ organizations /groups and agencies instantly when needed.

3.2.3 Emergency Planning for Disaster due to FireCable rooms, transformer, unit, auxiliary transformers, oil tanks, etc. within theproject are the likely areas for which disaster management plan is to be made todeal with any eventuality of fire. Stores, workshop, canteen, and administrativebuilding will be included.
3.2.4 Classification of Fire

Class (A)Fire involving combustible materials like wood, paper, cloth etc.
Class (B)Fire due to liquid materials like oil, diesel, petroleum products, and allinflammables.
Class (C)Fires involving domestic and industrial gases like butane and propane etc.
Class (D)Metal fires etc.
Class (E)Electrical fires due to short circuiting etc.

3.2.5 Need of Establishing a Fire Fighting GroupA small spark of fire may result into loss of machines and the damage by fire mayaccount for high economic losses. This type of losses can be avoided by preventingand controlling the fire instantly for which fire–fighting group will be established.Establish which would house and keep in readiness, the following types ofequipment and arrangements.
 CO2 extinguishers



 Dry powder chemical extinguishers
 Fire brigade
 Fire hydrantIn order to avoid fire in cable galleries, all the power and control cables of FRLStype (Fire Resistant Low Smoke) will be used.
3.2.6 InspectionFire alarm panel (electrical) will cover the entire township. The inspection groupwill periodically inspect fire extinguishers in fire stations and machines andother places.The groups will display emergency telephone number boards at vital points.The group will regularly carry out general inspection for fire.
3.2.7 Procedure for Extinguishing FirePerson noticing the fire should attempt to isolate and extinguish the fire with theavailable equipment and inform or arrange to inform the security regarding thefollowing:
 Location of the fire
 What is burning
 The Extent of fire
 Callers name and number
 Do not disconnect unless the person on the other side repeats the message oracknowledges it.
 Security on duty coordinators will respond to the scene of the incident
 Arrange to send the necessary firefighting equipment to the scene of  theincident
 In the meanwhile, the pipe system will be operated to obtain maximum pressureon output. In case cables are within the reach of fire, power supply will betripped and the cables shifted.
 Extinguish the fire with the available equipment.

Fire Fighting with WaterAdequate and reliable arrangement is required for fighting the fire with watersuch as:
 Provision for Fire brigade and Fire hydrant.



 Arrangement of pipelines along and around all vulnerable areas.
 Provision of valves at appropriate points to enable supply of water at therequired place/area or divert the same to another direction/pipe line.
 Provision of overhead tanks which will be providing with the water duringpower failure and it would work by the gravitational force.
 The water required for fire reserve will be stored in underground and terracetanks.

Fire Fighting with Fire ExtinguishersTo deal with fire – other than carbonaceous fires, which can be deal with bywater – suitable fire extinguishers are required to do the job effectively. It istherefore, necessary to keep adequate number of extinguishers in readiness ateasily approachable places. Adequate number of fire stations would be:
 Further, other spray groups from the system will be diverted to the spot.
 After extinguishing the fire, the area will be well prepared for reuse.
 Use of extinguishing media surrounding the fire as water, dry chemicals (BC orABC powder), CO, Sand, dolomite, etc
 Special Fire Fighting Procedures; Keeping the fire upwind. Shutting down of allpossible sources of ignition, keeping of run-off water out of sewers and watersources. Avoidance of water in straight hose stream which will scatter andspread fire. Use of spray or fog nozzles will be promoted, Cool containers will beexposed to flames with water from the side until the fire is out.
3.2.8 Accidental Release Measures;For Spill Cleanup well Ventilation, Shutting off or removal of all possible sourcesof ignition, absorbance of small quantities with paper towels and evaporate insafe place like fume hood and burning of these towels in a safe manner), Use ofrespiratory and/or liquid-contact protection by the Clean-up personnel will bepromoted.
4 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT CELLApart from having an EMP, it is also necessary to have a permanentorganizational set up charged with the task of proposed project will create adepartment consisting of officers from various disciplines to co–ordinate theactivities concerned with the management and implementation of theenvironmental control measures.



Basically this department will undertake to monitor the environmental pollutionlevels by measuring stack emissions, ambient air quality, water and effluentquality, noise level etc. either departmentally or by appointing external agencieswherever necessary.In case the monitored results of environmental pollution are found exceedingthe allowable values, the environmental management cell will suggest remedialaction and get these suggestions implemented through the concerned projectauthorities. The Environmental Management Cell (EMC) will handle all therelated activities such as collection of statistics of health of workers andpopulation of the region, afforestation and green belt development.
5 ONSITE EMERGENCY PLAN

5.1 IntroductionThe views of the possible hazards that can be arise various measures shall beadopted to prevent the occurrence of a major accident. This comprises of:
 Built in safety measures and alarms etc.
 Standard safe operating and maintenance procedures permit system etc.
 Training of all the involved staff in normal and emergency operating procedures.
 Training of all employees in safety, firefighting and first aid.However, in spite of these precautions, it is required to foresee situation ofmajor accident and plan for taking timely action to minimize the effects of suchincident on the safety and health of the worker as well as those living around thepremises.
5.2 Emergency SituationsThese are defined as the following
 Any fire or explosion in the premises
 Any smoke outside / inside premises
 Exercise fire drill.
6 PREPARATION OF PLAN

6.1 Alarm SystemA siren shall be provided under the control of Security office. In case ofemergencies this will be used on the instructions to shift in charge that is



positioned round the clock. The warning signal for emergency shall be asfollows:– Emergency Siren: Waxing and waning sound for 3 minutes.– All clear signal: Continuous siren for one minute.
6.2 CommunicationInternal telephone system EPBX with external P&T telephones would be providefor communication purpose. The other shortlisted basic actions to be taken areas under:-
 Immediate action is the most important factor in the emergency control becausethe first few seconds count.
 Immediate steps to stop fire and raise alarm simultaneously.
 Personnel without any specific duties should assemble at the nominated place.
 All vehicles except those that are required for emergency use should be movedaway from the operating area in an orderly manner at pre nominated route.
 Electrical system except the lighting and fire fighting system should be isolated.
 If the feed to the fire cannot be cut off, the fire must be controlled and notextinguished.
 Block all roads in the adjacent area and enlist police support for the purpose, ifwarranted.
6.3 Fire Protection System

6.4 Fire Fighting SystemThe fire protection system for the unit is to provide for early detection, alarm,containment, and suppression of fires. The complete fire protection system willcomprise of the following.
a) Portable fire extinguishersVarious areas of the project will have one or more of the above systemdepending upon the particular nature of risk involved in that area.
b) Portable Chemical Fire ExtinguishersThese are intended as a first line of defense, and hence will be stationed atstrategic locations in different buildings and also for outdoor facilities. Portablefire extinguishers will be foam type; carbon dioxide type and multipurpose drychemical (MPDC) type.



6.5 First AidA first aid centre with adequate facilities shall be provided. There will be aprovision of medical tie up with the local nursing home in case of emergency. AnAmbulance shall also be provided at site to carry affected people to hospital.
6.6 SecurityThe security requirements of the company premises shall be taken care of byCSO assisted by the in charge. The team, apart from the normal securityfunctions will manage the role required during a disaster management operationas a part of the crisis control team.
6.7 SafetyThe required safety appliances shall be distributed at different locations of theproject to meet any eventualities. Poster/placards reflecting safety awarenesswill be placed at different locations in the project area.
6.8 Evacuation ProcedureAs the major hazard is only due to fire, which has more or less localized impactno mass evacuation, procedures are required. Evacuation would involve only thepeople working very close to the fire area.
6.9 Emergency Control CenterProvision is made to establish an Emergency Control Centre (ECC) from whichemergency operations are directed and coordinated. This centre is activated assoon as on–site emergency is declared.
6.10 Communication Equipments and Alarm SystemsThis kind of equipment is absolutely vital for notifying accident; make theemergency known both inside and outside of the facility, and coordinating, theresponse actions among the various groups involved in response operations.In particular, this equipment is used to communicate within the facility;communicate between the facility and outside organizations; and inform thepublic.Different communications systems can vary in effectiveness, depending on thetask. The most common types installed in the project are given below.
6.11 Sirens



These are audible alarm systems commonly used in facilities. In case of anyemergency siren will be operated short intermittently for 1.5 minutes.An alarm does more than just emergency warning. It also instructs people tocarry out specific assignments, such as reach to assembly point for furtherinstructions and actions, or carry out protective measures; this can be achievedonly if the people are familiar with the alarm systems and are trained to respondto it.
6.12 Personal Protective EquipmentsThis equipment is used mainly for three reasons; to protect personnel from ahazard while performing rescue/accident control operations, to do maintenanceand repair work under hazardous conditions, and for escape purposes.  Effectivecommand and control accomplish these functions necessitates personal trainedin this On–site Disaster Management Plan with adequate facilities andequipments and equipment to carry out their duties and functions. Theseorganizations and the facilities required to support their response aresummarized in the following subsections.
6.13 Procedure for Testing & Updating the PlanFormulation of a Disaster Management Plan cannot possibly be an end by itself.It needs to be tested by holding of periodical mock emergency simulation anddrill. Any shortcomings revealed during such exercise should thereafter becorrected by amending the plan. The plan should be for times to come; hence itmust be reviewed at periodic intervals. The plan should be also reviewed andupdated when:
 Major alteration or extension of existing structure is carried out.
 Major change in habitation or land use of the neighborhood takes   place.
 Important telephone numbers used are altered.Mock drills activating the Disaster Preparedness plan should be conductedperiodically for ensuring its efficiency during emergency as well as forrefinement and up gradation. These drills based on the plan will help achieve itsobjectives of the Disaster Management Plan.Simulated emergency preparedness exercises and mock fire fighting exercisesincluding mutual aid scheme resources and in conservation with districtemergency authority to be carried out time to time.



6.14 Post Emergency Follow Up

 All cases of fire occurrence, no matter how small, must be reported promptly tothe Coordinator for follow up.
 Under no circumstances should fire extinguishing equipment once used bereturned to its fixed location before it is recharged/ certified fit by the Fire chief/Safety Manager.
 Used fire extinguishers must be laid horizontally to indicate that they have beenexpended.
6.13 Disclosure of Information to Worker & Public Awareness System in

Existence & Anticipated

 Safety awareness among workers by conserving various training programmesand Seminars, competition, slogans etc.
 Practical exercise.
 Distribution and practices of safety Instructions.
 Safety Quiz contests.
 Display of Safety Posters & Safety Slogans.
 Developing Safety Instructions for every Job and ensuring theseinstructions/booklets or manuals by the workers.
7 FIRE & ELECTRICAL SAFETY MANAGEMENT

 Fire Tender route with access to each unit / building.
 Provision of emergency fire exits, fire escape staircase.
 Fire Sprinklers & Fire Alarm system.
 Fire fighting equipments will be divided into water and foam based fire fightingdepending upon the nature of fire.
 Portable Fire extinguisher
8 CONCLUSIONAs discussed, it is safe to say that the project is not likely to cause any significantrisk, as adequate risk assessment measures will be adopted.

.


